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Rockets and spacecraft were among the very first models made as commercial kits, and although

never as numerous as aircraft, ships or road vehicles, the many kits produced over the years

provide a fascinating niche in the world of model-making. The build-ups in this book reflect the

current situation with spacecraft modelling; although there are still a number of conventional

all-plastic kits available, there is also a growing range that uses more specialist materials, especially

resins. The book explains the various techniques required when dealing with these non-traditional

materials. Scale Spacecraft Modelling also covers scratch building and adaptation, the techniques

needed to make those pristine models really dirty to match the ones you see in the movies, and the

design and construction of realist dioramas and settings.
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Cybermodeler Online, May 2007 â€œThis title has a wealth of information gathered from the

experiences of a veteran space modeler. Many of the tips and techniques are valuable to other

types of modeling as well. This is not a rehash of other modeling titles 'out there', this is great stuff

and the subjects used in this title are contemporary, including the Atomic Models Mercury Capsule

and Burt Rutan's SpaceShipOne. Definitely recommended!â€•

Mat Irvine has been building spacecraft in miniature for many years, both as a hobby and for

television.



For one thing, this book is fairly modern. Mentioning everything from eBay, resin kits, to Google. So

you know it's not something printed 15-20 years ago or out of date. It's packed full of clear well done

COLOR photos. Matt covers model ships and vehicle subjects from Real Space to Sci-Fi. Including

many kits long out of production.The book has plenty of text to detail every build. Full of techniques

and tips, things he's aquired working on real TV Series from Dr. Who to Blake's 7. His enthusiasm

for building models is in every paragraph.He covers all the topics, from printing decals, to

vacuum-forming. The builds range from Scifi imaginary ships, to real craft, such as Gemini, Apollo,

Spaceship One, and the Lunar Rover.If you are going to get just one book on building Scifi or Real

Space kits, that will take your modeling to the next level, this is the one to get. Highly recommended.

Scale Spacecraft ModellingÂ is a must have for anyone interested in modelling. It has something for

everyone; whether its paper (or card)modeling all the way to the specialty kits made from resin. This

is neither a beginner not advanced book, but written so every modeler no matter what their

expertise will get something from it. Besides chapters dealing with tools needed, plastic, card and

resin models; chapters also include weathering your kit, building dioramas, and scratchbuilding a

futuristic Mars habitat ship.It is a natural segue from hisÂ Creating Space: The Story of the Space

Age Through Models (Apogee Books Space Series)Â book. Highly recommended.

Modeling spacecraft, both historical and fictional, is a niche within the modeling world. This book

speaks to those interested in that niche. It covers such diverse topics various modeling materials,

scrounging to make what is desired from what is available, painting, decaling and, especially,

sources for obscure materials and kits.This is dedicated primarily to static models and not the flying

ones but can be useful for the latter crowd as well.It is a British publication but is applicable for all.

A great resource for model builders.... tons of color photos and good tips .... I loved it .... YOU

SHOULD GET THIS BOOK IF YOUR INTO SCALE MODEL BUILDING

This was a book that was much better than I expected. I started modeling space back in the early

sixties with Revell's 1/48 Mercury and Gemini. Mat's book covers everything old and new, from

styrene plastic to resin and even paper models. His tips are invaluable. This book makes the

difference between a so-so model and a real looker that captures people's attention. A must for the

space modeler.



This is the best book ever published on the subject of scale spacecraft modelling. It is well written,

very well illustrated, and very much up to date. Many congrats to Mr. Irvine for the production of this

fine work.

Delivered on time and as advertised.

Matt Irvine has produced a great companion piece to his previous effort "Creating Space" from

Apogee books.As a model builder I loved how he explored various mediums from Plastic to paper to

resin models of our various favorite space ships. His exploration into the best and newest models

out there is perfect, and what he did in his explanations to improve upon the models and their

displays was great. (I loved what he did with the Apollos!) It was uncanny that we both did dioramas

about simular vehicles like the V-2's at White Sands, New Mexico.Maybe it is a space geek

thing!Highly recommended to all spaceship modelers!
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